Dear sponsors, financial adopters, donors, volunteers and interested parties.

Contact Indonesia;
Eef van Koningsveld (chairman)
E-mail: dolidi@xs4all.nl
Phone: +62 821 3634 7930
Contact Netherlands;
Esther Braakhuis (secretary)
E-mail:
estherbraakhuis@gmail.com
Phone: +31 6 18523005
Post address;
Plutostraat 127557 KZ Hengelo
(ov) Nederland
Bank;
ABN-AMRO Nederland IBAN:
NL12ABNA0580442136
BIC/SWIFT: ABNANL2A
on name: Stichting Dolidi Ndano

Somewhat later than planned, we send you the new edition of our newsletter. You will
understand that a belated issue has a good reason and that is no different this time.
Since the publication of the last newsletter in October 2017, a lot has happened to write
about. Many good events but also some disappointments. It is important that thanks to your
support we are a step further with our projects and have achieved great results again. We
are grateful and proud of our children because they are committed to achieving something
in their lives. After all, this is our goal; from underprivileged children without good prospects
for the future, to a healthy adult with an honorable profession.
A new topic in the newsletter is a written letter by one or more children from the shelter.
The letter contains anything what they would like to tell about their experiences, feelings,
opinions or plans for the future. We have provided the children with a digital photo camera
that everyone can take photos with. From this a selection is made and published in the
newsletter.
The board of Dolidi Ndano Foundation regularly receives questions about how the project
will continue if the biggest pillars in the future will disappear. Esther and Eef obviously do
not have eternal life. In order to give a (preliminary) answer to this question in advance, I
can tell you that we are fully engaged in arranging that. To ensure the continuity of the
project in the future, we have now contacted some senior officials from the Indonesian
government. This government is also of the opinion that the well-running project of the
Dolidi Ndano foundation cannot be lost in the future and they are prepared to cooperate
fully with this. In the coming months, a number of meetings are planned to test everything
by what is written in the law. If the agreements are recorded at the notary, we will inform
you of the details via an extra edition of our newsletter
I remain, also on behalf of the board, thank you again for your support and I wish you much
reading pleasure again.

Fiscal number 8216.82.817

Information;
www.Stichtingdolidindano.com

Eef van Koningsveld, chairman.

PS.
My phone number has been changed to +62 821 3634 7930
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Financial statement

Year report 2017 foundation Dolidi Ndano

Balance 31 December 2017
Liquid assets
Bank account
Account medical fund
Account study fund
Reserves

31 December 2016
€ 5.546,63
€ 2.500,00
€ 2.500,00
€ 10.546,63

31 December 2017
€ 3.888,23
€ 7.500,00
€ 10.500,00
€ 21.888,23

Assets and Costs (after correction)
Assets
Costs
Donations € 64.474,55 Exploitation
Study Costs
Medical costs
Maintenance school bus
Maintenance buildings
Invests buildings
Result

€ 30.373,81
€ 8.549,13
€ 2.288,55
€ 2,957,77
€ 7.945,65
€ 14.018,04
€ 66.132,95
€ 1.658,40 € 64.474,55

Received donations 2017
Financial adopters
Donations
Result Resort Dolidi Ndano
Result government
Total of donations 2017

€
€
€
€
€

14.265,00
46.576,80
3.632,75
300,00
64.474,55

Explanation
In 2017 a lot of financial support was received to
repair the damage caused by two floods /
earthquakes that hit the shelter. There have also
been two extra spontaneously registered school
promotions (sponsor walk). As a result, the
benefits are amply higher than stated in the
budget for the year 2017.
As a result, the buildings maintenance expense is
also higher than budgeted due to the costs of
repairing the flood disaster on land and buildings.
Also in 2017 for technical training, a school was
built for the new project to teach the children a
trade. As a result, the cost of investment buildings
is higher than budgeted

Budget 2018
Exploitation budget
Food 24 children + staff
Care / clothes
School costs (primary)
Salaries Staff (5 members)
Gas/Water/Light
School bus and scooters
Inventory

Over year assets / costs

Budget costs (others)
Maintenance school bus
Maintenance buildings
Investment buildings
Medical costs
Study costs
New projects

€ 80.000,00
€ 60.000,00
€ 40.000,00
€ 20.000,00
€2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Baten

Lasten

Assets / Costs
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Budget assets
Financial adopters
Donations from actions
Donations / Gifts / Reserves
Profit from resort

€ 14.000,00
€ 1.750,00
€ 4.500,00
€ 6.000,00
€ 1.300,00
€ 700,00
€ 500,00
€ 27.750,00
€ 12.000,00
€ 500,00
€ 13.000,00
€ 5.000,00
€ 10.000,00
€ 2.500,00
€ 43.000,00
€ 12.000,00
€ 20.000,00
€ 32.750,00
€ 6.000,00
€ 70.750,00

Flooding 1

Flooding 2

On November 23, 2017 our project was hit by a minor disaster.
Due to heavy rainfall, a small quiet river behind the girls'
dormitory, turned into a swirling wild river that carried many
trees and in a bend damaged our dam so severe that it broke and
our terrain was no longer protected against the water. The water
also flushed the ground under the foundation of the sleeping
building, causing some cracks in the walls. Fortunately, the
largest part of the foundation was built down to the rock bottom
with which great damage was prevented. Across the entire site of
the shelter 40 cm of muddy water appeared. That destroyed our
vegetable garden. In order to repair the damage to the dam, the
dormitory and the ground, we needed a financial injection
because we did not want to get the money that is destined for
the exploitation of the shelter. An estimate of the repair costs to
make everything as safe as possible again were € 1800, - We
decided to send out an SOS extra edition of our newsletter and
ask for financial support. In the end, many people responded to
this request and came up with a total amount of € 8346.56 ...
overwhelming!

On December 10, 2017, we were again hit by severe
weather. Unfortunately, the repairs of the 1st flooding
were not yet completed but the part of the dam that was
finished held beautifully. The foundation under the
sleeping building had already been restored and did not
suffer. Unfortunately, our site was flooded again, and we
therefore had to start from the beginning with cleaningup. From our SOS request, we got donated so much
money that we could build a second dam behind the river
that now stops the water. There is still some money left
over, but we still need to rearrange a vegetable garden
and raise the ground of the shelter with sand again. In the
meantime we have had bad weather over again, which
caused many landslides in the immediate region, but
because of the renovation, our project has now endured
this test with verve!

23-11

10-12
First dam ready

Second dam ready
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Agnes Salarupa
Agnes Salarupa. Agnes started the program at the Rector Institute in Makassar on April 13,
2018. The program is a preparation for her study for doctor at the medical university. This
program lasts 3 months, during which Agnes is tested for her capacities and after that it is
determined at what university Agnes will be able to follow her studies. If Agnes achieves a
very high score for the tests, she qualifies for a scholarship at the UGM University in
Yogyakarta after which she can continue her studies in Tiongkok (China). It would be great
if she achieves this, but we do not expect that from her, only a few students are eligible. If
she does not get the highest score she can go directly to the University in Tiongkok but
then the study costs are to be taken from our study fund. A third option is that we can
register her at another university in Indonesia. In any case, Agnes gets a chance to realize
her dream. We know that she will do her utmost and we are able to support
her with all options, with grateful thanks to a sponsor who donates
a monthly contribution to the study fund.

A fly ticket to a good future

With Opa Eef by the notification

Mutiara Tosinde
Tiara has finished her final exams at the senior high school in Tentena and was informed in advance that
she has succeeded! That does not surprise us because she always finished tests as one of the best.
Unfortunately, the list of marks is not yet available when this newsletter is published. Tiara is now
preparing for her study Law at the university UKSW in Salatiga (Java). In August, Tiara will go to
Salatiga with Opa Eef, who will accompany her, to register her and to find a dorm for her.
The pre-payments and registration has already been done and in September the study starts.

Dodi Pereru
Most people know Dodi from his work at the Resort Dolidi Ndano. As a 17-year-old underprivileged boy
he came to Dolidi in 2011 to ask for help but, given his age, was not eligible to be admitted to the
shelter. Eef then decided to give him private support and study opportunities. Through this newsletter I
want to let the people interested in Dodi know how he is doing. Dodi graduated Cum Laude at the
university in Tentena with the result, as best of the university and as the best of the facilities. Dodi
wants to continue and get his master's degree at the UGM University in Yogyakarta in the direction of
politics. Because of his results, Dodi is eligible for a scholarship but still has to meet a number of
conditions and pass tests. Like Agnes, he is now working on that program. In April Dodi and Opa Eef
traveled to Yogya to register Dodi, arrange his studies, explore the university (UGM is the largest and the
best university in Indonesia) and to find shelter. That worked out well. Meanwhile, Dodi is fully engaged
in the preparation and they are impressed by his performance. Unfortunately, on the English test, he did
not score the maximum score he needed for the scholarship, but he gets a second chance to learn this
by taking a course in 3 months’ time. He will succeed, he says, and I am convinced of that. His master's
degree will begin in September studie.

Ferdinan

Utin

Gideon

Desi
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Venti

Ferdinan - Fashion designer
Utin - Management
Gideon - Shipping (technician)
Desi - Nurse
Venti - Pharmacist

Measles at Titin Mokeba and Devi Ropo
In November 2017, Titin and Devi were admitted to the Siloam Hospital Makassar for
treatment of the measles disease. First Titin suffered from high fever, coughing and fatigue.
Initially, the flu was thought of naturally, but a few days later there were spots on the body
and the symptoms got worse. Devi, who took care of Titin intensively, got the same
symptoms, which made us decide to go to the hospital. The doctor's diagnosis was indeed
measles and it was advisable to take the girls for treatment. Opin, who shares the room on
the campus where she lives with the girls, was not infected by the virus because she had
already been vaccinated against measles at a young age. The girls have been in the hospital
for 4 days and have been fully recovered.

Titin and Devi in the hospital with
Opin (in the middle) and two
study girlfriends.

Breast operation Titin Mokeba

Just out of the narcosis

At the end of January 2018, a tumor from her breast has been
removed. Titin had noticed a lump in her breast just before her
hospitalization because of the measles. The internist who treated Titin for
the measles advised to have a scan made and to consult the oncologist of
Siloam Hospital after the recovery of the measles. That appointment was in
December and the oncologist's diagnosis was a fast-growing tumor which
was not malignant but had to be removed. On 14 January, Titin was
operated and the tumor was completely removed. Titin now feels fine again
and has had no adverse consequences.

The removed tumor

Alfret Salarupa

On the way to Makassar

Before the operation

Alfret is born with 6 fingers (2nd thumb) on his right hand. Now, at the age
of 14 he started to get a little bit of trouble with that, mainly at daily chores,
with hobby acitviteis, and putting his hands in the pockets..... It was time to
give Alfret a chance to amputate the second thumb. A decision that is not so
easy, of course, because they amputate a part of your body that you were
born with. However, the future of Alfret is expected to be in the field of a
profession in craft, and then it can result in a difficult, if not dangerous,
situation. Alfret did listen to it but was not yet convinced and a bit scared.
That is why I (Opa Eef) flew with Alfret to Makassar to make a diagnosis in
the Siloam hospital with the orthopedist and discuss what the possibilities
were. The photos showed that surgery was possible and the explanation
convinced Alfret to operate. Of course we discussed this with an uncle of
Alfret who agreed with the plans and was very grateful that we offered the
opportunity. On 16 April the thumb was amputated with great success. His
hand looks very neat again and he can do all the movements with his thumb
without pain. Alfret is very happy with the result; even writing at school is
easier now, he says.........
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The amputated thumb

One week afther operation

Jerlin Basivia (welcomed to the shelter at 12-2-2018)
Jerlin was born on 3 January 2007 in the town of Tentena. The family of Jerlin could no longer take care of
her, our research confirmed a necessary inclusion in our shelter. The first weeks were difficult for Jerlin, she
was sick and suffered from migraine, presumably due to stress. We have lovingly cared for her, given her
extra attention and found a suitable school for her. She has now adjusted and is now very happy at Dolidi.
Her complaints have disappeared and she has become a happy girl who adjusts well in the group. She still has
some backlog in school but has accepted it and is doing her utmost to catch up. Well done, Jerlin ....
Welcome to the Dolidi family!!

Jerlin

At the moment there are 3 requests to admit a disadvantaged child, the children are temporarily being cared for and supported by
the family and / or community in which they live. Our policy is to conduct thorough research about the circumstances. In the coming
period the board will decide whether we can admit these children or maybe should support them in a different way.





On 1 April 2018 our driver Didi Dewan resigned. The dismissal request was
announced by our manager Ami (and the wife of Didi). Didi did not want to do that
himself and did not want to give us the reasons why.
On the same day we fired Ami Rahmiyati. After two years of employment we were
very dissatisfied with the progress that Ami made in her position as manager. This
was indicated several times in a performance appraisal interview and we gave her
every opportunity to still be able to meet the set job requirements. Ami herself
indicated that she had problems with cultural differences and found it difficult to
follow and communicate the policy of the board. Ami showed understanding for
the motivation and expressed her gratitude for the opportunity given to her and
the time she spent on Dolidi.


Looking for a new manager
The board of the Dolidi foundation is now looking for a new manager. It is very difficult to find a suitable manager in Indonesia who
meets our requirements. Since the opening in 2011, 4 managers have been working on the project. Possible local candidates often
have a lot of family obligations and are associated with work for the church. These two obligations have more priority than a social
work obligation on Dolidi which means that the board, the staff and our children cannot always count on the presence of a
manager. Also in the interests of good communication, the English language is often a problem. That is why we are now orienting
ourselves in the capital Makassar and are looking for a manager who has studied Social Management and has mastered the English
language. If this is not found, we will ask for help from the Department of Social (Dinas Sosial) to fill the vacancy. For the time being,
Eef observes the function for the most important parts. Fortunately, everyone realizes that it is difficult for me and they do their
utmost to help and make it as easy as possible for me. That in turn reflects the good atmosphere and harmony on Dolidi

Replacement for Didi is found in Jimmy
On May 1 2018, Jimmy Steven Rengku was hired as a driver to take the children to school every day and pick
them up again. In addition, he will transport the children if they have activities in Tentena and he will take them
to church on Sunday. Jimmy is 26 years old and is married to Riska Lambi, who led our Sunday school for our
youngest children at Dolidi. Jimmy has a lot of driving experience as a former professional driver for a tour and
travel agency, but did not have much work due to the small number of tourists in the region.
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New clinic under construction
One of the goals of the Dolidi Ndano foundation is free medical care for underprivileged children.
Since the opening, the children of our shelter get all the medical care they need. Examples of this
can be seen on the health care page. We also try to help underprivileged children from the region,
whose family cannot pay for a doctor, hospital or medication. Of course we do a thorough
investigation before we will grant help. For example, we have already been able to help some
children with doctor’s help and providing medicines. We have also been able to help some disabled
children by making their lives more pleasant with some aids such as a wheelchair. However, we
receive little demand for help but know that more help is needed. In our opinion, too many children
do not ask for medical help because of the costs. Children often get childhood diseases because they
are not vaccinated against them and the family tries to solve it by traditional medicine with natural
resources. The board is of the opinion to do something about this and to help more children. This
can be done by building a clinic for underprivileged children to provide free medical care there. We
have started construction and expect that it will be ready by the end of May. Then we have to
organize and obtain the necessary instruments, equipment etc. That needs a lot of time! We do not
want to rush anything and for the moment our planning is as follows:
- September 2018; Opening clinic for the children of our shelter
- November 2018; Inventory need medical equipment and instruments for the clinic.
- December 2018; Evaluation and planning for opening up disadvantaged children from the region.
- March 2019; Start medical care for underprivileged children from the region.
In the clinic we intend to provide the following care to exclusively disadvantaged children.
- Weekly consultations of a local doctor
- Mission and nursing in the clinic
- Vaccination program against childhood diseases
- Medication dispensing (via doctor’s prescription)
- Medical examination / sports examination
- Information
- Small surgeries.
In order to realize everything, we need a lot of help from the local, national and international
medical world. We ask for help for volunteer work of doctors, general practitioners, specialists,
surgeons and nurses to keep the costs as low as possible. Some have already pledged. In the
meantime we have also received permission from the Ministry of Health to operate a "Klinik Sosial
pengasuhan anak-anak" (social children's clinic), which have the full legal protection of the
government. Everything will be documented in the coming period at the health ministry ("Dinas
Kesehatan"). All this is then also recorded in a deed, drawn up by a Notary. In these permits and
deed the full and legal protection for the project is described. For volunteer work it is important to
know that taking materials, instruments and / or medicines related to health care is fully protected
by the "Berita Negara Republic of Indonesia" law and free of import duties and costs. We are going
to have a legal document made for the protection of volunteers against a possible tricky customs
official! Our license even offers a volunteer the possibility to write a prescription for medicines that
will be delivered by a pharmacy in the agreement no later than 24 hours later.
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Social Dolidi Ndano clinic
Office shelter
Staff building
Aula
Sleeping building boys
Kitchen + bathrooms
Play device
Sleeping building girls
Building technical training

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Cottages (Alo,Elang,Kando,Tengko)
Restaurant Dolidi Ndano
Kitchen + Staff room
Private house (Eef, Son, Joice, Nathan)
Swimming scaffolding

1
4

5

1

2

3
1
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Playground project ready
The playground that is built from the Gré van Kampen action for
retirement and farewell to OBS the Woudhuis in Apeldoorn is ready.
The playhouse is built from the sponsor amount € 3.030, - which has
been collected from the sponsor run of the children and the gift
money received by Gré. Our children are grateful and happy with
this gesture and have worked hard on the construction of the house.
There is even some money left which we would like to reserve in our
study fund, a goal that Gré and the children definitely agree with, we
think. In the last newsletter photos were promised and we are proud
of the result. Gré and the children of the Woudhuis .... Thanks again!

New-build office
In order to better manage the project, to
maintain better contacts with the children and
to have central administration storage, a new
office has been built. The manager will use this
office and at the end of the day, Eef has a walkin time for the children in which important
matters can be discussed and / or
conversations can be held about nonimportant matters. A fixed subject is usually
how it goes at school. The manager can carry
out his administrative work and hold
consultations in this office.

New project
In the 2018 budget you will find a € 12,000, - maintenance and investment school bus
expense. This item is budgeted this high because we currently have high maintenance
costs for our Ford Ranger. The car is no longer worth the high costs of a complete repair
and revision. The engine block must be replaced, among other things, which is a high
cost item. For the time being the car is kept on the road with minor repairs, but it will
not be long before it is irresponsible to transport the children along the steep precipices.
That is why action must be taken for a solution. The children cannot live without
because of the school. A new engine and a revision is estimated at € 8000, - The board is
of the opinion that it is better to buy a new and comfortable minibus Toyota Hiace,
Toyota is also the only dealer in the area and that is again important for the
maintenance. The total cost of a new car is € 28,000 but with € 12,000 as a starting
amount for a financing we can purchase a new car. We are committed to achieve this!
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Sponsors in the spotlight
On this page we would like to highlight a number of donations from sponsors and / or sponsor actions that we think are a special
story to tell. There is of course a story behind every donation, but that is too much for us to name. We are sorry if your story is not on
this page but you are cordially invited to let us know so that we can issue an extra newsletter edition. For you it should be good to
know that every donation, in whatever form, is highly appreciated and that it is 100% beneficial to the project and the children.
Thanks to you all, the children are healthy, happy and have the chance for a good future. In our view, the results are very good and
we hope that you experience that too. On behalf of Board, employees, volunteers, staff and the children "Thank you for your
support"!

Action Ria Spanbroek, (photo middle)
The Four-day walking march in Nijmegen, "De Nijmeegse
Vierdaagse" or "the Walk of the World", gives participating
walkers the opportunity to be sponsored for a good cause. Several Dolidi fans have already done
that in previous years. This year our treasurer, Ria Spanbroek, takes on the challenge. Ria already
had the ambition to take part in the 4x 30 km hikes, but has been excluded by draw 3 times. Now
she can finally participate! And devoted as Ria is, she takes this opportunity to recruit sponsors
for Dolidi. On the website, www.devierdaagsesponsorloop.nl you can find Ria as a walker and
read her motivation. (In Dutch, but the cause is obvious) You can encourage and sponsor her on
this site. Ria runs the four-day with Diny Sluiter (photo left) and Wim Roelofs (photo right).
Do you also know someone who joins the Walk of the World in Nijmegen? Or a friend of a friend?
People from all over the world join in this 4 day march, so who knows? Please ask them to admit
as a sponsor walker for Dolidi. Little effort, no troublesome obligations, it is a win-win affair. You
can contact estherbraakhuis@gmail.com if you need help with this.
Anyway, we wish Ria, Diny and Wim a lot of success and a lot of fun!

Action en donation for Dolidi from Otto Jatsch
Hallo Eef, Anlaesslich meines 70. Geburtstag, habe ich für Lauffreundinnen und -freunde
meines Laufvereins einen kleinen Einladungslauf mit anschließender Feier und
suedostasiatischem Buffet organisiert. Da ich mir keine Blumen, Kraenze oder sonstige
Geschenke gewuenscht habe, habe ich fuer die jenigen, die mir das nicht glauben, eine
Spendendose zu Gunsten der Stiftung Dolidi aufgestellt. Den Inhalt der Dose haben wir auf
500,-€ aufgerundet und heute auf das Stiftungskonto ueberwiesen. Ich denke, ihr habt
Verwendung dafuer. Wir hoffen sehr, dass es dir weiterhin gesundheitlich gut geht und dass
eure Arbeit weiter Fruechte traegt. Mit herzlichen Gruessen, Otto Jatsch und Ulrike Eich-Jatsch

Donation Arjen Cats
Donation Arjen Cats Arjen has visited the shelter during his stay at the resort.
He was very impressed with the project and wanted to support it. He saw
that the children liked to make music and because he himself is a musician
and plays a keyboard in a band, he decided to sponsor an instrument .He
transferred € 500 to our account from which we were able to buy a
keyboard. The children are very happy with this!
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Lieke, vrijwilligerswerk op Dolidi, sept 2016

Report Tanja Pluimers
In the months of February and March I spent six weeks of volunteer work at Dolidi. I knew about the foundation through
.
Esther Braakhuis, she is a colleague of my husband. Curious about all her stories and the chance to fulfill a long.
cherished wish, I have taken up the adventure. The six weeks have flown by. From the first to the last
.
minute I enjoyed the contact with the children, the staff and of course the environment. The volunteers
who have worked at Dolidi before me will probably recognize that you not only teach the children a lot, but that they also teach you
a lot. About culture and its traditions, about 'life by the day' and close to nature. My job was to give the children English lessons,
among other things. The foundation has access to a new method: 'English File'. It is an interactive method. It consists of multiple
(work) books and DVDs. With a beamer we could watch videos and make joint exercises, but children can also work independently
with it. In the end, all children worked with the method, each on his or her level. The exercises in which we practiced the English
pronunciation regularly made the children laugh out loud. In addition to the English lessons, I also organized sports, play activities
with all the children. That is how I introduced the game 'Bingo'. Together with Eef and using internet I made my own Bingo game
and I went to get prizes in Tentena. Mama Ayu quickly took over the game management from me, so now that I am away, there is
the possibility to play the game more often. By writing this, I want to thank the foundation that I have been given the opportunity
to get this unique and super fun experience.

Bingo!

Englisch lesson!
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Children shelter
The submitted articles for the newsletter are written in English by the children
and we do not correct for language errors.

Living in Dolidi is one of the Blessings and Grace of God for me. Why? Since
my arrival on 05 Juli 2012, I so feel for touch and affection of the Sitters in
Dolidi, Opa Eef, All Donaturs and Staff From / in Particular the Netherlands and
other countries in Europa.
I am very grateful for the help and
how I am at school right up until I
can almost finish my education in
high school, and still give more
chance for continuing my Education
at University. So, with this golden
opportunity, I would choose to go to
College / Study Law later in Java.
Thanks Dolidi for all..
Thanks for all complete facilities and
supporting the education of my
everday life as well. Thank you very
much because this is place I can
mingle and converse with people
from out country.
Thank you very much.
The Lord will reply all the good of
you.
WithLove
Mutiara Widiyanti Tosinde / Tiara
April 2018
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Children shelter
My story
My name is Ferdinal Basiwia and I am sixteen years old. I live in Dolidi around 7July 2012 until now, and it makes me
very happy because it is not felt this year is the fifth year of living here.
At this time I will tell about the experience with Tanja in dolidi and school in smk
In the beginning I met with volunteer Tanja, many beautiful impression together happened, big change that I
experienced especially in the matter of time discipline and also in keeping environment clean, indeed in Indonesia
very much garbage deployed especially on highway. on the week before Tanja return to the Netherlands after the
service he bought us ice cream after we eat the plastic we throw in the streets of Tanja then calculate how much
waste is dumped arrived in Dolidi, Tanja came down and rebuked us that unhealthy rubbish scattered in the
environment when rain, water stagnant in plastic as mosquito breeding place, but keep our environment clean to
look beautiful and clean. We are also taught for the discipline of time, in learning if any of us have yet Tanja will be
looking for them, because Tanja is always disciplined in time. That's where I started to learn to manage time with
him. Every 11.oo wita Tanja also take time to come learn to make “bakwan” and “towu” at mama Ayu, I am very glad
to see her cooking. We also love to play bingo. Time after we went through it did not feel six weeks passed the time
came Tanja going back to Belanda, we are very sad but we thank GOD because she can come on this place for us
GOD will repay this kindness.
My school tripis now i’m sitting on a smk bechand i’m majoring in fashion, we get teaching to make men’s dress
shirts and skirts and we also laern to chuose quality fabries and strong yarn. In august 2017 I followed the
“paskibraka” selektion (to raise the red and white flag) Iescaped 171cm and weigh 53kg , we were aducated like
soldiers should be disciplined if one of us had to slow pyushap, but I am very happy to meet the theme of another
school and to monthof december the of year I received the results of the test I got the champion two from eighteen
students got the title of students skilled in my class.
So my story , for the donors who are in the Nederlands and other country’s. I am very gratefull to all, of you who
want to help us. Our prayers for you so that Godbless your deties and activities all
THANK YOU......
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New website for the Dolidi Ndano foundation and resort Dolidi Ndano Towale
The websites were built by Eef and do not meet the requirements anymore. Because the websites are visited a lot by foreign
interested parties, a bilingual website (Dutch / English) is necessary. There were also comments that the websites were not
accessible on a mobile phone (mainly I-phone / I-pad). This has led us to decide to have new websites remain the same; built
by a professional company. The concept is ready and will soon be filled with our information. The domain names:

Help for underprivileged children, working at the resort
- The 17-year-old Lave has lived in an Indonesian shelter in recent years and came to the
resort to ask for work. She has completed the Senior high school and has succeeded. Her
wish is to continue studying in Education. She therefore had to leave that shelter because
they could not afford further care and study support. Lave wanted to get a job and earn
money to pay for her study herself. Lave has been hired at our resort and we are going to
help her (privately) with the study costs.
- 16-year-old Sinta came (with her mother) to ask if we could give her shelter and care during
her studies at the Senior High school. The family has no
Sinta (left) and Lave (right) are
now friends and share a room
on Dolidi

financial means to allow her to

travel from her home town of Toinasa to Tentena. In return, she helps with household
activities in her free time. We are happy that we can help Sinta with this and also support
Lave with the chores around the resort and in the kitchen

Dolidi games December 2017
During the Christmas holidays we introduced new games for the children of the shelter. We will call it the Dolidi games. Both
the staff and the children are very enthusiastic about the games and we now play every year. It is a group game and there is
struggle for honor. The winners receive the challenge cup with their names engraved on them and there is a medal for
everyone. The team leader of the group is a staff member, who therefore also participates and helps the children with the
difficult activities. The 10-hour game has various items / assignments that they have to perform such as; quests, treasure hunt,
sports, games, puzzles, think tank, quiz and a red wire game. On the photos an impression of the games.
De wedstrijd leiding

Thinktank,quiz,sports en de winners

The match management

Red wire game
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